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Context

Proteoglycans are proteins with covalently linked glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Because GAGs such
as heparan sulfate (HS) and chondroitin sulfate (CS) are negatively charged, proteoglycans are able to
bind many positively charged molecules, including chemokines. Recently, HS proteoglycans have been
shown to promote presentation of chemokines to their specific receptors and to potentiate cellular
signalling. CS proteoglycans may also have this function. The aim of this study was to examine the
ability of versican, a CS proteoglycan secreted into the extracellular matrix (ECM) by a variety of cells,
to bind a large panel of chemokines and the biological consequences of such binding.

Significant findings

Versican binds a variety of chemokines, including (amongst others) secondary lymphoid tissue
chemokine (SLC). GAG-degrading enzymes (chrondroitinases) attentuate binding of SLC to versican,
thus confirming that versican binds chemokines in a GAG-dependent manner. Rather than potentiating
chemokine-induced responses, versican downregulates the integrin-mediated cell adhesion induced by
SLC as well as chemokine-induced intracellular Ca2+ mobilization. The authors conclude that versican
binds specific chemokines through its CS chains but that the binding tends to downregulate chemokine
function. The inhibitory mechanism remains unclear, versican allows SLC to bind its receptor even after
forming a complex with SLC, but inhibits transduction of an appropriate signal.

Comments



Airway remodelling, a key feature of persistent asthma, is typified by the deposition ECM proteins in
the airways. In postmortem tissue from patients with severe asthma there exists a marked deposition of
versican in airway wall ECM (see Additional information [1]). Versican is also significantly increased in
atopic asthmatics and has been correlated with airway responsiveness (see Additional information [2]).
Furthermore, it has been shown that human airway smooth muscle cells secrete versican, along with
other ECM proteins, suggesting a cellular source for this proteoglycan in airways (see Additional
information [3]). Taken together, these reports suggest that proteoglycans such as versican may play a
role in ECM pathophysiology in asthma. In the study reviewed in this report, the known biological roles
of versican (such as promotion of chrondocyte proliferation [see Additional information {4}] and
potentiation of chemokine signalling) are extended to include negative regulation of chemokine
function, suggesting that versican in airway ECM could have both proinflammatory and
antiinflammatory roles in regulating airway remodelling in asthma.

Methods

Dot blot analysis, ELISA, cell adhesion assay, Ca2+ mobilization assay, radioligand binding assay
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